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Government Office Shrine BUGUNDANGBONHYANGDANG Shrine for Village Guardian Deity

worshipped here is believed to be the eighth or twelfth 
son of the deity enshrined at Songdangbonhyangdang. 

Village rituals are still regularly held today at 
these shrines, mostly on the fourteenth day of the first 
lunar month, called singwaseje (ritual to offer greetings 
for the New Year), and on the fourteenth day of the 
seventh lunar month, called baekjungmabullimje (ritual 
for Buddhist All Soul’s Day). 

BUGUNDANG  부군당

Government Office Shrine

Bugundang referred to shrines set up near or on the 
grounds of government offices in the capital or in the 
provinces during Joseon (1392-1910), and in present 
times refers to village shrines observed in the Seoul area 
along the Han River. 

These government office shrines were also 
called bulgeundang (red shrine), bugunmyo (shrine 
for government office deity), or bugeundang (phallic 
shrine). 

In Joseon, bugundang was housed in tile-roofed 
buildings that measured one or two kan (1 kan=6.6 m²),  

BONHYANGDANG  본향당

Shrine for Village Guardian Deity

Bonhyangdang is the term used on Jeju Island for village 
shrines for worshipping bonhyang, deities that protect 
the community. 

Bonhyangdang is a sacred place in the village, 
serving as the venue for regular ritual services that 
reaffirm a sense of community. Enshrined here are 
gods that oversee the welfare of the village and prayers 
on livelihood, childbirth and rearing, and healing 
diseases, collectively called bonhyang and include 
mountain gods and gods of childbirth and rearing. 

Some of the well-known bonhyangdang on Jeju 
Island are Waheulbonhyangdang, Songdangbonhyang-
dang, Susanbonhyangdang and Saemiharosandang. 

Enshrined in Waheulbonhyangdang, located in 
the village of Waheul in Jocheon, are Harosantto, a 
village guardian deity and also a mountain god, and 
Seojeongseungttanimagi (State Official Seo’s Daughter), 
a god of childbirth and rearing and also a healing god–
two deities of different gender and responsibilities. 
Two big rituals a year are held here. 

Songdangbonhyangdang, in the village of Song-
dang in Gujwa, is known as the oldest shrine on Jeju. 
A giant sinmok (divine tree) stands on the grounds and 
the village guardian gods enshrined here are believed 
to oversee production, death and lineage.

Enshrined in Susanbonhyangdang, in the village 
of Susan in the Seogwipo metropolitan area, are two 
deity figures carved of wood, dressed in gender-specific 
traditional hanbok to indicate that the pair comprises 
male and female deities. The village guardian deity 
worshipped here is considered to be the highest in the 
hierarchy of all bonhyang originating from Mt. Halla. 

Saemiharosandang is the shrine at Donghoecheon 
village in the Jeju metropolitan area, comprising an old 
hackberry tree that serves as sinmok and a cement altar 
to its left, without a separate shrine building. The deity 
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Seobinggodongbugundang.
Seobinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul (2007, Kim Tae-woo)

Gimnyeongbonhyangdang.
Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2003, Gang Jeong-sik)

Anhalmangdang.
Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do (2009, Gang So-jeon)

Dongbokbonhyangdang.
Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2011, Gang Jeong-sik)

Susanbonhyangdang.
Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do (2008, Gang So-jeon)

Saemiharosandang.
Hoecheon-dong, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2008, Gang Jeong-sik)

Songdangbonhyangdang.
Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2007, Cho Sun-young)
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Shrine for General Choe Yeong CHEOYEONG JANGGUNSADANGCHEONJEDAN Altar for Celestial God Worship Ritual

rituals (georije). Cheonjedan serves as the venue for village 
rituals in Dongho-dong, Donghae, Gangwon Province. 
While most celestial god altars are built exclusively for 
Cheonsin, the Dongho-dong altar enshrines Tojisin 
(Earth God) and Yeoyeoksin (Plague Spirit) to the left 
and right of the celestial deity. A village ritual is held here 
each year on the first day of the first lunar month. 

CHEO YEONG  
JANGGUN SADANG  최영장군 사당

Shrine for General Choe Yeong

This is a shrine is dedicated to General Choe Yeong 
(1316-1388), a commander and loyal subject of late 
Goryeo (918-1392). 

General Choe Yeong was revered for military 
distinction including his defense of the kingdom against 

Japanese invasion. He was however defeated by mutiny 
leader Yi Seong-gye, who went on to found Joseon 
(1392-1910) and beheaded. Because he met a tragic death 
while trying to defend the declining Goryeo, Choe 
came to be deified and worshipped as a shamanic god. 

Shrines dedicated to General Choe Yeong remain 
today in several locations, including Mt. Deongmul in 
Gaeseong; in Tongyeong, South Gyeongsang Province; 
and on Chuja Island in Jeju.

The General Choe Yeong Shrine on Mt. Deong- 
mul in Gaeseong, Hwanghae Province, was considered 
the most sacred site among shamans of the central 
regions. In Joseon, a shaman was assigned to this shrine 
to exclusively worship the spirit of General Choe Yeong 
and the state collected taxes from the shrine to finance 
government projects. On the summit of Mt. Deongmul, 
there was a village for shamans named Sansangdong, a 
community that lasted until the Japanese occupation. 
The village was home to a shrine for General Choe 
Yeong called Janggundang (General’s Shrine); Buindang, 
where Choe’s wife was enshrined; and Changbudang, 
a shrine for the Clown God, where each deity was 
enshrined in the form of clay figurines or paintings. 

located on its own separate grounds fenced with walls, 
in a corner of the courtyard of the government office 
building, or in a forest or on a hill nearby. These shrines 
were constructed as part of the government building in 
the beginning, but are believed to have been transformed 
into communal shrines as their government-related 
functions became obsolete. 

Hung inside the shrine was a painting of Bugun 
(Government Office Deity), portrayed sometimes as a 
singular individual or as husband and wife. Historical 
figures and other characters are worshipped as Bugun, 
including Dangun, founder of ancient kingdom 
Gojoseon; Yi Seong-gye, founder of Joseon; General 
Kim Yu-sin of Silla; General Nam Yi of Joseon; General 
Choe Yeong of Goryeo; General Im Gyeong-eop of 
Joseon; and Maiden Song. 

CHEONJEDAN  천제단

Altar for Celestial God Worship Ritual

Cheonjedan is the altar for celestial god worship rituals 
(cheonje).

It is generally located on the summit or at the foot 
of a mountain, and built without a roof structure, on the 
grounds bordered with a circle of rocks and the altar to 
one side. Mt. Taebaek Cheonjedan, on the mountain’s  
summit, is a large-scale ancient altar constructed of 
natural rocks. In Joseon (1391-1910) and under Japanese 
occupation in the first half of the 20th century, the 
altar was also called Taebaekcheonwangdang (Shrine 
for Celestial King), Taebaeksansa (Mountain Shrine), 
Taebaeksinsa (Shinto Shrine) and Taekbaeksa (Taebaek 
Shrine). The worship of Cheonsin (Celestial God) and 
the Taebaek Mountain God spread around the region, 
with many villages building similar altars on mountain 
peaks or below ridges to worship these deities. In 
these villages, Cheonsin is considered a deity of higher 
power than the village guardian deity Seonang and is 
worshipped as a higher god in rain rites (giuje) or in street 

Gyodongdobugundang.
Gyodong-myeon, Ganghwa-gun, Incheon (2007, Jeong Yeon-hak)

Dangsandongbugundang.
Dangsan-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul (2006, Kim Tae-woo)

Banggatgojibugundang. 
Singil 2-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul (2005, Kim Tae-woo)

Cheonjedan on Mt. Taebak.
Gangwon-do (2004, Kim Do-hyeon)
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Shrine for Rain Rite GIUJEDANGDANGSAN Village Guardian Mountain

term used to refer to deities. They comprise four 
structures made of granite–a pair each of jangseung 
(village guardian posts) and of sotdae (sacred poles), each 
comprising a male and a female, and called Dangsan 
Grandfather and Dangsan Grandmother, respectively. 

The name of the neighborhood Dangsan-dong 
in Seoul’s Yeongdeungpo district is an example of the 
term referring to a specific place. In this neighborhood 
is an ancient bugundang (government office shrine) 
that is over 500 years old, indicating that state shrines 
served as dangsan. In the village of Yesong on Bogil 
Island of South Jeolla Province, dangsan is a shrine 
located in a valley northwest of the village, between 
Gyeokja Peak and the mountain ridge to the east, with 
a stream that never runs dry throughout the year and 
surrounded by a forest of centuries-old bamboo-leaf 
oaks and camellia trees. Enshrined here are the tablets 
for the Grandmother and Grandfather of Yesong 

village. The tablet for the Grandfather was brought 
later from the village of Buyong. The shrine stands 
next to the village deity tree (dangsannamu) and serves 
as the venue for sansinje (mountain god ritual). The 
mountain where the shrine for the village guardian 
deity is located is also called dangsan.

GIUJEDANG  기우제당

Shrine for Rain Rite

Giujedang is a shrine for holding rain rites (giuje) in 
times of drought. 

The southern coast is also home to a number of 
shrines for General Choe Yeong, since this was where 
the commander fought off the invading Japanese. 
The shrine in Tongyeong is also called Janggundang 
and enshrined inside are a portrait of the general and a 
spirit tablet. Rituals are observed on the fourteenth day 
of the first and last lunar months of the year.

The General Choe Yeong Shrine in Jeju is 
believed to have been built in late Goryeo. In the 23rd 
year of King Gongmin’s reign (1374), the general was 
on a boat headed to Jeju Island where a rebellion had 
erupted but a sea storm forced him to seek shelter on 
Chuja Island, where he stayed for a period of time and 
taught the villagers to use fishing nets. Legends say that 
the villagers built the shrine in his honor after he left, and 
rituals have been observed each year on the fifteenth day 
of the seventh lunar month and on the last day of the 
lunar calendar to pray for a good harvest and big catch. 

DANGSAN  당산

Village Guardian Mountain

Dangsan is a general term that refers to a central venue 
in the worship of the village gods.

The literal meaning of the term is “the mountain  
where the village deity resides,” but its uses are broad,  
varying by region: It can refer to a deity, as in Dangsanhara- 
beoji (Dangsan Grandfather) and Dangsanhalmeoni 
(Dangsan Grandmother); to a ritual, as in dangsanje; 
or a place of worship, as in the expression, “head up to 
dangsan.” In village rituals, all guardian deities of the 
community are called dangsan spirits. 

In the village of Seooeri in Buan, North Jeolla 
Province, are a set of guardian posts and poles called 
Dangsan at Seomun (West Gate), an example of the 

Sacrificial foods offered at the shrine for General Choe Yeong.
Daeseo-ri, Chuja-myeon, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2009, Mun Mu-byeong)

Choe Yeong Janggun Sadang on Chuja Island.
Chuja-myeon, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2006, Song Gi-tae)

Dangsan.
Jido-eup, Sinan-gun, Jeollanam-do (2006, Song Gi-tae)
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Shrine for Village Gods GUKSADANGGUKSADANG Shrine for Village Gods

Rain rites are held inside rock caves or by 
ponds or springs deep in the mountains. Some well-
known giujedang where these rites have long been 
held include the shrine at Mt. Jinak’s Mulgul Peak in 
Geumsan, South Chungcheong Province; the shrine at 
Cheongjing Pond in the village of Samgari in Jinsan, 
South Chungcheong; and Dragon Pond at Handugol 
Valley in the village of Sangbancheolli in Samcheok, 
Gangwon Province. 

The Mulgul Peak Giujedang in Mt. Jinak is a 
natural shrine without a building or spirit tablet, a large 
rock cave with a pond inside that is believed to be 
deeper than the entire length of a skein of silk thread 
unraveled. In old times, when news spread that a rain 
rite would be held here, people from surrounding 
villages headed to the summit of Mt. Jinak, with 
spades and hoes in hand and accompanied by farmers’ 
percussion music. Taboo ropes (geumjul) were hung 
on the gates of each home on the day before the rite, 
along with a bottle filled with water and closed with a 
bunch of pine needles then hung upside down. 

 Cheongjing Pond served as a rain rite shrine 
since Joseon and until as recent as the early 1990s. 
There is an underwater cave at the bottom of the 
pond, where a dragon or imugi (imaginary python that 
failed in its attempt to become a dragon) is believed to 
live. The rain rite at this pond was attended by all the 
residents of three surrounding villages, both men and 

women, the old and the young. The women led the 
way, parading to the pond playing percussion music 
and wearing a winnow basket (ki) on their heads. At 
the pond they set up a table of sacrificial foods and 
staged a Confucian-style rain rite. After the rite, the 
women staged a rainfall performance by sprinkling 
water with their baskets or bowls, or stepping inside 
the pond and splashing water on one another.

The Dragon Pond at Handu Valley is located 
inside a rock cave on a cliff. Sacrificial offerings for a 
rain rite at this pond included a whole dog, steamed rice 
(me), cooked vegetables and coarse rice wine makgeolli. 
The dog was not offered as food but as a means of 
upsetting Yongwang (Dragon King) by throwing it into 
the pond and polluting the pond with bad blood, which 
the deity would try to wash away with rain. 

GUKSADANG  국사당

Shrine for Village Gods

Guksadang is a shrine for village gods that protect a 
community. 

Pond at Handugol valley.
Nogok-myeon, Samcheok-si, Gangwon-do (2010, Kim Do-hyeon)

Giujedang at Cheongjing Pond.
Jinsan-myeon, Geumsan-gun, Chungcheongnam-do (2010, Gang Seong-bok)

Interior of Mt. Inwang Guksadang.
Muak-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul (1930s)

Interior of Mt. Inwang Guksadang.
Muak-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul (2013, Choe Ho-sik)

Mt. Inwang Guksadang. 
Muak-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul (2013, Choe Ho-sik)
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Altar for Village Rituals POJEDANHAESINSA Sea God Shrine

rite was observed on Jeongwoldaeboreum (Great Full 
Moon) in the first lunar month.

JEUIJANGSO  제의장소

Ritual Venue

Jeuijangso is the term that refers to the venue where 
the ritual takes place.

In Korean folk religion, rituals can 
take place at a shaman’s shrine, village 
shrine or a private home, among other 
venues. Shamans hold rituals at their 
personal shrines, at the home of the person 
who has commissioned the ritual, or 
outdoor locations in natural surroundings 
like the mountains or the river. Venues for 
village rituals are more varied: natural altars 
set up on the ground or a rock; temporary 
structures serving as altar; nuseokdan (stone 
stack altar); sinmok (divine tree); seondol 
(standing stone); shrine set up in a dugout 
hut or a haystack altar; or shrines with 
tiled or thatched roofs. Village shrines are 
called many different names: guksadang 
(shrine for the village gods); bugundang 
(government office shrines); sansindang 
(shrine for Mountain God); seonangdang 
(shrine for Village Guardian Deity); 
seonghwangsa (shrine for village deity 
Seonghwang); and bonhyangdang (shrine 
for God of Origin).

Rituals for the worship of household 
gods take place in the locations associated 
with the relevant deity: the open hall, where 
Seongju (House Guardian God) resides; 
the kitchen where Jowang (Kitchen Deity) 
resides; and the backyard and the sauce jar 
terrace where Teoju (Land Tutelary God) 
and Eop (God of Property) reside.

POJEDAN  포제단

Altar for Village Rituals

Pojedan is a term that refers to the altar and ritual 
venue for the Confucian village ritual poje, observed 
on Jeju Island. 

Generally there are three different types of 
pojedan: Altars are the most basic; stone walls were 
developed by the need to build a boundary between 
the ritual venue and secular spaces; and shrines are the 
most recent developments, owing to the increase in 
population and in the number of visitors, which called 

Guksa, guksu, guksi are all words for “deity” 
and gusu means “mountain of the gods.” Guksadang, 
therefore, are generally located on mountaintops 
around the country, and also signify a “landing place 
for Cheonsin (Celestial God).” Variations of the term 
include guksudang and guksidang. One of the few 
that still serve as a communal shrine today is the Mt. 
Inwang Guksadang in Seoul’s Jongno district. 

Along the mid-western coast, guksadang is 
located on a high peak behind the village, at a further 
distance than sansindang (shrine for mountain god) 
or seonangdang (shrine for village guardian deity), to 
serve its function as guardian and border of a village. 
When all the tutelary shrines are located behind the 
village, guksadang takes on the position of high shrine 
(sangdang) and sansindang or seonangdang the low 
shrine (hadang).

In the central regions, guksadang is located on 
the top of the mountain behind the village, sansindang 
on the mountainside, seonangdang at the village 
entrance, with jangseung (village guardian post) and 
sotdae (sacred pole) at its side. Today, while sansindang 
and seonangdang are still found, guksadang are 
gradually disappearing in Korean villages, along with 
guardian posts and poles. 

Guksadang served as the shrine for communal 
faith, and at the same time as a place of shamanic 
worship. Guksadang is closely associated with the 
Cheonsin (Celestial God) faith, making up an ancient 
form of village deity worship in Korea.

HAESINSA  해신사

Sea God Shrine

Haesinsa is a shrine for praying to the god 
of the seas for a good harvest, big catch, 
peace in the village and safety for the boats.

Sea god shrines stand on the three 
coasts of the Korean peninsula, which 

used to serve as venues for state-organized rituals 
each year in the second and eighth lunar months, 
with incense and prayer messages sent by the king: 
Donghaesinmyo (Shrine for the East Sea God) in 
Yangyang, Gangwon Province; Seohaesinsa (Shrine for 
the West Sea God) in Pungcheon, Hwanghae Province; 
and Namhaesinsa (Shrine for the South Sea God) in 
Yeongam, South Jeolla Province.

The Shrine for the East Sea God in Yangyang is 
believed to have been built in Goryeo (918-1392) and was 
designated as a state ritual venue in early Joseon (1392-
1910). The shrine was closed down during the Japanese 
occupation in the first half of the 20th century then was 
rebuilt in 1993 when the government bought back the 
land for the shrine’s restoration. 

The Shrine for the South Sea God had served as 
a venue for both state and civilian rituals since Goryeo 
but was closed down under Japanese occupation. The 
shrine was recently restored and rituals are observed 
each spring and fall. The deity worshipped as South 
Sea God is Yongsin (Dragon God) and it is believed 
that the dragon emerged from the sea during rituals 
and entered Namhae Port.

On Jeju Island, the Sea God Shrine was first built 
in the 20th year of King Sunjo’s reign (1820) in Joseon, in 
Hwabuk, a major port that connected the island with 
the mainland, for the purpose of praying for the safety 
of boats sailing the rough sea. Rituals were held prior 
to the departure of each boat, and a large-scale annual 

Haesinmyo.
Yangyang-eup, Yangyang-gun, Gangwon-do (2005, Lee Han-gil)

Pojedan in Geonip-dong.
Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2008, Kim Dong-seop)

Pojedan in the village of Aewol.
Aewol-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2001, Kim Dong-seop)
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Shrine for Village Guardian Deity SEONANGDANGSANSINDANG Shrine for Mountain God

“Tablet for the God of  Mountain,” marking the  
place for the deity and the specific name of the 
mountain, which signifies that Sansin were regional 
gods associated with specific villages and communities. 

Buddhist temple compounds often have a 
separate pavilion dedicated to Sansin, or the deity is 
enshrined in Samseonggak (Trinity Pavilion) along 
with Chilseong (Seven Stars) and Dokseong (Pindola 
Bharadvaja). In these pavilions, Sansin is enshrined in 
the form of a painting of an old man with white hair 
and beard, seated with a tiger by his side. The fact 
that most Buddhist temples in Korea enshrine the 
mountain god underlines the deity’s importance as a 
universal village god and the spread of its worship in 
both shamanism and Buddhism. 

SEONANGDANG  서낭당

Shrine for Village Guardian Deity

Seonangdang is a term that refers to a shrine for village 
guardian deity, located at the entrance of the village, 
on a hillside or hilltop, or the foot of a mountain, in the 
form of a stone stack altar, some with a tree as well, or 
in the form of a shrine house. 

In some regions seonangdang is called cheonwang-
dang. Shrines that take the form of a stone stack altar 
or a tree (dangmok, or village guardian tree), are called 
guksudang or guksidang. 

Today, not many seonangdang in the form of 
a stone stack altar or tree remain, and most take the 
form of a small house or hut, sometimes next to an old 
tree, serving as the guardian deity in the communal 
faith.

The shrine house, or dangjip, has an altar inside, 
with a tablet set up in the center. The tablet contains 
an ink inscription of the Chinese characters “城隍之神

位 (Tablet for Seonghwang Deity).” 
While the stone stack seonangdang is more 

closely associated with private prayers and rituals, 

for a more comfortable shelter. Stone walls make up 
the most wide spread form of altar, but shrines are on 
the rise and open-space types are observed as well. 

Altar-type pojedan are located in residential 
areas or deep in the mountains, comprising simply a 
flat altar made of natural stones, with small flat stones 
laid out in the number of the spirits enshrined at the 
altar. When rituals are held here, the ritual officials use 
temporary tents set up by the altar as accommodations. 
Stone wall types are fenced by a wall, inside which is 
an altar, either with a roof structure or without. Shrine 
types can accommodate ritual officials in the days 
that lead up to the rituals, during which devotions are 

offered to the gods and strict taboos must be observed. 
These ritual venues were originally built in 

quiet, subdued locations where dog barking or chicken 
crowing could not be heard, but over time the locations 
shifted to clean yet accessible places. 

SANSINDANG  산신당

Shrine for Mountain God

Sansindang is the term for village shrines for Sansin 
(Mountain God), located on the hillside or at the foot 
of the guardian mountain behind the village.

Alternate terms for mountain god shrines 
include sanjedang, sansingak, and sallyeonggak. 
When a mountain is believed to be sacred, its spirit is 
worshipped as a deity. A shrine that is located in the 
village and not in the mountains but dedicated to a 
mountain god is also called sansindang.

The deity enshrined in sansindang can be male 
or female, or sometimes a heterosexual pair is enshrined 
together. Inside, a tablet for the mountain god, or a 
painting of the deity is enshrined. If the deity is based 
on a historical figure, a wood carving or a clay figurine 
is enshrined, accompanied by a wooden or clay horse. 

Tablets are inscribed in ink with the Chinese 
characters “山神之位,” or “山靈之位,” meaning 

Shrine for Sansin in Daeya village. Spring at the the Daeya village mountain god shrine.

Interior of the Daeya village shrine.

Pojedan in the village of Myeongwol.
Hallim-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2002, Kim Dong-seop)

Pojedan in the village of Napeul.
Aewol-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do (2010, Gang So-jeon)
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Sacred District Sodo SODOSEONGHWANGSA Shrine for Village Deity Seonghwang

one at Daegwallyeong, a mountain pass in Gangwon 
Province, and one on the Twelve-Pass Mountain Route 
in Uljin, North Gyeongsang Province.

 The Shrine for Seonghwang at Daegwallyeong 
is a wooden structure with a tiled roof, its Chinese-
character signboard reading “城隍祠 (Seonghwangsa).” 
Inside is a tablet that reads “大關嶺國師城隍之神 (State 
Preceptor God of Daegwallyeong)” and a painting of 
the deity, depicted as a general on horseback, carrying a 
bow in his hand and a quiver on his back. A servant is 
holding the reins of the horse, and a pair of tigers guard 
the god at the side, their front legs stretched forward. 
The shrine is believed to be divine, with shamans from 
around the country still visiting everyday to hold rituals 
and to offer prayers.

The Shrine for Seonghwang at Uljin Twelve-
Pass Mountain Route, located at the bottom of the 
mountain pass Joryeong (Saejae), is a wooden structure 
with a gabled roof, measuring 1 kan (6.6 m²) in area. 
This shrine served as a place of worship for peddlers 
traveling on this mountain route and also for enshrining 
the spirits of deceased peddlers. Inside the shrine stands 
a wooden tablet with the Chinese characters “鳥嶺城

隍神位 (Tablet for Seonghwang Deity of Joryeong)” 
written in ink. 

Worship services at 
seonghwangsa were held in 
spring and fall, officiated by 
a village elderly, the costs 
covered by harvest from 
communal rice paddies 
maintained for village 
rituals (widap). Sacrificial 
foods comprised wine, 
steamed rice, white rice 
cake, beef, and fruits, and 
the service was followed by 
the village ritual byeolsingut. 

SODO  소도

Sacred District Sodo

Sodo was a sacred district in Mahan, one of the Three 
Han States of ancient Korea, circa 1st–3rd centuries.

Details about Sodo can be found in the Chinese 
history book Sanguozhi (Records of the Three 
Kingdoms), in the “Account of Dongyi” chapter of 
the volume History of the Wei Dynasty. The book 
describes a district called Sodo in the Three Han States 
that was independent of the boundaries of political 
administration, where spirits were worshipped through 
rituals using a pole attached with a rattle and drum. 
The district was sacred, and refugees fled there for 
protection, which resulted in widespread burglary, 
the book records. The Three Han States were small 
political entities based on metal culture that had formed 
in the southern parts of the Korean peninsula.

The pole is viewed as the channel for the descent 
of an agricultural god to the venue of the ritual, and the 
rattle and drum used to signal to the god the directions 
to the site. Sodo was, in effect, an asylum of sorts, a 
sacred place unreached by secular authority.

the shrine seonangdang is perceived as a venue for 
communal worship. Seonangdang, in other words, 
serves as a venue for not only village worship but also 
the worship of shamanic and household gods. 

SEONGHWANGSA  성황사

Shrine for Village Deity Seonghwang

Seonghwangsa is the shrine for worshipping the village 
deity Seonghwang, serving as the venue for village rites 
and shamanic rituals. 

Seonghwangsa was a state shrine that was built 
on major mountains around the country, starting in 
late Goryeo (918-1392). In Joseon (1392-1910), provincial 
officials continued to officiate rituals at these shrines, 
but eventually villagers took over the rituals. One of the 
few seonghwangsa from history that still remain include 

Shrine for the village deity Seonghwang at Uljin Twelve-Pass Mountain Route.
Seo-myeon, Uljin-gun, Gyeongsangbuk-do (2011)

Shrine for village guardian deity.

Shrine for Seonang in the village of Jonggok.




